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Between Ruins and 
Reconstruction - Loss of 
identity and twisting of history -
Reinvention of identity - 
The hybrid ‘Liminal’ Space that accept theyre iden-
tity loss and simultaniously rebuilding identity   - 
What we can learn from the ‘Minature’ and how preserving art allows room for re-
interpratation and true reflection of human voice and expression, creating a per-
fect microorganism to minatureise Loss through inhabiting different realities.  Dig-
ital technology as a conduit between these realities, helping delocalise and specialise the Residence. 
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Site Concern - Western Road - A Visual Walkthough



Western Road - A Visual Walkthough



Old Structure 1993 - Western Road heading west



“This map of 1909 shows what stood on the site of the present-day Churchill 
Square area. Today the shopping mall occupies the area towards the top, 
car parks the central area and the Brighton Centre and the Pryzm enter-
tainment building (originally the Top Rank centre) the bottom. The top road, 
unnamed, is Western Road. West Street is on the right, King’s Road is at the 
bottom and Cannon Place is to the left. These border a network of streets, a 
brewery, meat factory, school, pubs, shops, several chapels and the Alhambra 
theatre (previously mentioned) – a complete, almost self-contained,
 community.”

-Horlock, Christopher. Lost Brighton 

Old Churchill Square with context



The West Pier 
The Invisible wars we fight - 

Acquisitions into the Bureaucracy that impact Brighton and subsequently our everyday 
lifes. Of all its amenities, the greatest loss to Brighton has been the West Pier. At present, 
its ruins stand in the sea, much photographed and referred to as ‘iconic’, but ultimately 
are a reproach to all involved in its demise and destruction. Around 1930, the pier was 
at the height of its popularity, with attractions including shows at its pier-head theatre, 
band concerts, paddle steamer trips ‘aquatic’ performers and all manner of amusements 
and sideshows. At first it was just as an exceptionally elegant venue for promenading, 
taking in the sea air and listening to a band playing at the pier head. There were hardly 
any amusements on the pier to start with. As previously mentioned, the older Chain Pier, 
to the east, would now seriously decline in popularity. Neglect, lack of maintenance and 
massive indifference led to the pier head area being declared unsafe and closed off 
in 1970. Five years later, the whole structure was declared dangerous. Brighton’s West 
Pier closed on a sunny afternoon on 23 September 1975. There then followed an inor-
dinately drawn-out effort to save the pier – too complex and tedious to relate here. The 
West Pier Trust was formed in 1978 to oversee restoration. £14 million of lottery money 
was secured, but would only be forthcoming if matched by the trust – money it didn’t 
have. Developers came and went, as did dates for restoration and reopening, but noth-
ing happened and parts of the pier collapsed, as here, in 1988. Everyone knows how 
the saga of the West Pier ended. Brighton has been awash ever since with speculation 
about who was responsible for what was obviously an arson attack. Many say a boat 
approached the pier, several individuals boarded the structure,and the fire started after 
they left. None have been identified and the whole blaze remains mains mysterious and 
deeply concerning. 

-Horlock, Christopher. Lost Brighton 



Loss of Identity is Accelerated

Brighton, the new Portland: Crises that Brighton is/will see as it takes the throne of the 
number one most hipster city in the World.

“Brighton has changed out of all recognition since Second World War. Much-loved amenities have 
been lost, little of architectural importance has been built and huge areas redeveloped with box-like 
buildings rendering them sterile and characterless. Its past amenities and attractions were extraordinary, and if Bright-
on seems busy today, it’s nothing compared to how it was in the past, particularlyin the years between the wars.”

“..With the 1960s came the town’s first high-rise flats, the Churchill Square shopping complex and 
plans for Brighton Marina. Many streets of housing were swept away during this period, a substantial number of which 
could have been retained if modernised. A second Churchill Square was only just averted in the North Laine area.”

“...whileits many students and younger inhabitants remain buoyant about life in Brighton, the resort 
is sliding into a period of decline, with many concerns to address, such as housing, street sleepers, 
traffic congestion, parking, graffiti and dereliction (the Madeira Drive arches, for example) – just a 
few issues from a long list.”

“Few things are manufactured in Brighton today and its population is more transient and far less 
concerned about what is lost or changed.”

“A huge number of streets have been lost in Brighton for one development or another, mostly consisting of housing, 
which is now particularly ironic, with the dire shortage of accommodation being 
a paramount issue in the city today.”

“Tackling our housing crisis may not be simple but we must put our communities, not the market, 
first.” 

During the early 2000s, displacement of minorities in Portland, Oregon, occurred at a 
drastic rate. 
Out of 29 census tracts in north and northeast Portland, ten were majority nonwhite in 2000. By 
2010, none of these tracts were majority nonwhite as gentrification drove the cost of living up

“The cable television comedy Portlandia portrays Portland, Oregon, as city built on a liberal culture, a utopia deep in 
the Pacific Northwest woods, a place where restaurant patrons obsess about 
the rights of free-range chicken and the local ethic includes little religion, much tree hugging, and 
legal marijuana. The city’s easygoing informality, access to forests and mountains, and relatively mild 
climate continue to act as magnets for so-called hipsters everywhere.”
“Lacking a strong church presence, with weak labor unions and largely bereft of the ethnic tribalism 
of other American cities, Portlanders invested their social capital in civic groups concerned for the 
common good. Portland not only experienced largely competent urban planning from city hall and 
civic groups, its population was also cooperative and trusting of the process because their input was 
solicited.”
“In the 70s, Portland implemented land-use restrictions that assured the city would grow in a 
compact manner.”
“Portland also became known for a transit system, unusual in a mid-sized American city”
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Site Drawing - 1:4000
Approaching the shopfronts as Ruins 



Front Elevation  - 157 Western Road Building 



East Elevation  -157 Western Road Building
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Existing Structure Floor Plan 
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How the digital (digit) Manifests 

John Fazers 5 Rules (predictions) for how 
the Digital manifests in the physical 
(Architecture).



Conceptual Diagram: 
The ANTI-resident is the concept that emerged from john 
Frazers characeristics of Digital Reality: Delocalization. 
Delocalization is a phenonominon enabled by hypercom-
munication through digitization and exists in our everyday 
life. I wanted to isolate and expand on this concept, partic-
ualry on how a house without an anti-resident would 
work.



Conceptual Drawing: 
These different identities living under the same roof of the 
building, unity in intent but not form. The benign ghosts of 
the anti-resident is articulated by  the resident with the 
combination of the appendage drawing arm. 



Diwali celebrations at Kotah c. 1690, opaque watercolour and gold paint on 
paper, 48.2 × 43.8 cm (image) 50.5 × 45.4 cm (sheet).

Traces of Mughal Identity through Brighton
Exploring clients through precedent 

Raqib Shaves gloriously opulent paintings depict a fantastic-al world, full of intricate 
detail, rich colour, and bejewelled surfaces masking the intensely violent and sexual 
nature of this imagery. Shaw’s unique method of creating his works. using enamel and 
industrial. metallic paints manipulated with a porcupine quill to fashion sharp detail 
and rich surface textures. Every motif is outlined in embossed gold. a technique sim-
ilar to cloisonné used in early Asian pottery, a source of inspiration to the artist along 
with Uchikake (Japanese wedding kimonos). Byobu (Japanese screens). the prints 
of Hokusai. Kashmiri shawls, medieval heraldry and Persian miniatures. carpets and 
jewellery. 

Artist: Raqib Shaw’s

Current State of the Imperial Style
The Extreme love of (loss of) Craft 



Exploration through drawings using AI to emulate/   recreate a 
drawing

Mughal is a style of painting originating in the South-East Asia (modern day paki-

stan and India) consisting of minature landscapes or scenes that we intended to 

be kept in holy books and scriptures. It emerged from Persian minautre painting 

which in itsself had Chinese Origins. The height of the Mughal style of painting was 

around the 16th centuray during the reign of the Mughal Emperors, whos downfall 

was shortly followed by the British arrival in the then subcontinent.  These paint-

ing were infamous for theyre isometirc (orthographic) Projection in storytelling and 

detailed and distinct style of portraiture. I stumblted apon this stlye of painting at 

an eaerly age. I attempted to revist the old techniques thought to me and I tried to 

reapply and translate them to a digital rendition. 

12 cm



Artifical Intellegence generated Mughal Landscape Made using python, Gythub Arnold Kwaygers ‘Restructing’ Algorithm

110 cm 



Site documentation: The existing ‘dummywaiter’ lift

Original door and collapsable gate

Refurbished door, original collapsable
 gate

Shutter door destroyed, Collapsable 
gate damaged



Identity Loss -
My exploration into identity Loss and how it led me to the concept of the appendage. What 
Mr Biswas viewed as moderitinity 

concllusion: Postcolonial theory holds that decolonized people develop a postcolonial 
identity that is based on cultural interactions between different identities (cultural, nation-
al, and ethnic as well as gender and class based) which are assigned varying degrees 
of social power by the colonial society.

The postcolonial Identity Loss 
Mr Biswas’s quest for a house symbolizes his overwhelming desire to claim space for himself, 
organize that space himself, and determine his own life within that space
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Re-appropriating FANUC Robotics Industrial robot arm into drawing machine 
Outsourcing from Oshino, Japan



Initial Sketches - Robotics Arm re-use compilation 



Current state of Robotics Art - Spectrum of 
Craft 

husband and wife artistic duo rob and nick carter take on 
digital age technologies with one of their most technically 
pioneering projects to date. Presented at london-based 
gallery ben brown fine arts from february 12 through april 
17, 2020, ‘dark factory portraits’ poses the intriguing 
questions: could a machine become a painter? could it 
convey human personality?

while many recent experiments by AI artists have 
demonstrated technology’s distance from human artistic 
achievement, the artists focused their enquiries on the ex-
ecution of the machine. together with a team of software 
programmers and visual effects specialists, the carters 
set out to explore how far and fast algorithms and robotic 
parts could progress towards a new creative standard. 
presented with a pre-existing photograph, how accom-
plished a painted portrait can current technology be 
pushed to achieve?



Concept Collage - The drawing machine arm



Precedent Study: The Sulthan’s Elephant - 
Performance art

Royal de Luxe is a French mechanical marionette 
street theatre company. They were founded in 1979 
in Aix-en-Provence by Jean-Luc Courcoult. After 
some years based in Toulouse, the company moved 
to Nantes in 1989. The company has performed in 
France, Belgium, England, Germany, Iceland, Chile, 
Australia, Mexico, Canada, Switzerland, Netherlands 

and Ireland.



The Drawing Machine - Initial Sketches



Initial robotic Appendage Proposal
1. Counter Weights  2/3. Compound Pulley case  4. Enamel Catcher

Robotics

Non-Automated

1. 2. 3. 4.





How the superstructure drives the program of the building
As I was reinhabiting a previous structure, I thought through the spactial placement of where 
this drawing machine would have its appendage (the Atilier) and where would the resident have 
his private space.



Initial Site Proposal  -157 Western Road Building



Models to show how to keep the digital Atilier Seprate from the work space -
This is an important factor as not only will the workspace create ambient noise pollution but aids in the concept of the building helping you distinguis two seprate identities. 
Spaces marked Dichotomous change uses depending on forum. 

Private Space

Atilier, Workspace

Dichotomous Spaces

Facade



Top Left: Removing Roof stop for additional spaces                               Bottom Middle: 1nd Floor concrete Slabs removed while leaving 2nd Floor as memory                               Top Right:2nd and 1st Floor removed with the front of ground floor removed

Space intervention model iteration



Sketch Models
Truss System intervention into existing fabric
Top Left:                Existing cieling removal     
Bottom Left:          Truss and appendage installed

Top Right:                Truss Installed 
Bottom Right:     Columns erected



Initial Truss system intervention 
> The Super structure was required to assist the appendage and provide support for the con-
crete walls after the slabs on 1st and 2nd floor were removed.





Final Truss system and super structure
> The Super structure was required to assist the appendage and provide support for the con-
crete walls after the slabs on 1st and 2nd floor were removed.

Robot arm clamp



Folding paper screens installed into the superstructure
> The Front exisiting glass screen of the building is make permeable by folding down paper screens that create a intentional but intrinsic dance between the public and the private



Light Rendering - How the paper screens form a chinese puppet light show
The Paper Screens diffuse light out if back light, with the appendage in the path it creates a shadow play montage for the exterior street.



The Robotics appendage - Final Scheme
> The Final Scheme has the fully realised mechanical appendage attached to the industrial robotics arm

Conceptual Continuity of the robotics appendage to Raqib Shaw’s 
Work - 
In his large body of work spanning in alot of themes and cultures, Raqib 
Shaw has two reoccuring motifs: All his beasts (especially in the beaste 
unleashed work) They are in a constant state of serfdom in ropes and 
ties. The other one is usually seen in his self-portraits, the story of Icarus 
visually retoled usually through burnt/broken white dove wings. Below is 
his direct homage to Frederic Leighton’s Icarus. 



Sketch Model
> Shadow Cast fron the top by the susprended structures played a role in becoming a part of the identity of the building. 



The Appendage - Drawing showing movement



The Appendage and the Truss
> The middle part of the Truss has a slighter smaller, cross-braced structure that plundges down to to enable the appendage to be fixed into the right 
place to allow it to make the enamel sculptures for the Resident. 



Isometric Cut into Structure
The Pivoting walls creating a buffer area between the front Atrium and the back of the building. 

Perspective Rendering - Memories of movement
The integrated brass track system - These Brass tracks (1) serve as a route for the bi-folding 
doors (2) to track around inorder to make customisable spaces within the structure. These tracks
can also be used to display and transport the Residents Paintings (3) around the space.
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Floor Plan   1:150 1-Atrium       2-Brass Rails    3-Bi-folding Walls    4-Conference Room    5-Toilet     6-Gallery Space   7-Projection Space   8-Living Space    9-Bedroom    10-Entrance 
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Truss Detail Drawing
1-Steel Truss    2-Cross Bracing    3-Birchwood Columns    4-Beams

Why Birchwood for The truss System
Using birchwood was a stylistic choice as The paintings of Raqib Shaw are painted onto Birchwood with enamel. 

Making the Columns out of Birchwood enables us to create a microcosm of his work as the appendage requires hu-
man intervention and will therefore have splatters of Enamel get everywhere.
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East Elevation - The existing facade hides everything that moves yet the shadows cast and the movement of rope is till visible. 



Interior rendering - A viewpoint standing in the Atrium looking in 



East Section Cut 1:60



Short Section Cut 1:50 



Lourve Roof Rendering - The roof structure opens up by trailing out inorder to allow ventilation or the Lourve shutters moving to sheild from rain and control light 
getting into the building. 

The roof track hanging off the edge serves as a trail of memory of where the roof can extend to 



Enamel Sculpture thorough time ≈ 100 years 
As the appendage continues to paint, every time it needs to flush its system clean from the enamel it drops its very careful outside of the window which creates, over time, not only 
these spiralling drip-sand like enamel sculptures in Raqib Shaw’s colour pallette, that blockade the building but also serve as ultimately the robot arm appendage’s expression of 
colour and form that is only achievable through this long process over a long time. 


